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One of the best ways to experience Destination Läckö-Kinnekulle is to hike 
along one of the many beautiful local trails. You can experience the variety 

of nature and interesting cultural relics dotted amidst the landscape at your 
own pace while enjoying some fresh air and exercise. 

Whether you want a long or short walk, through challenging or gentle 
terrain, you will find plenty of options to choose from. With this booklet we 
have tried to make it easy for you to find the ideal trail to suit your wishes. 

So put on your boots and get out and explore our beautiful scenery!

Come and explore 

the hiking trails of 
Destination Läckö-Kinnekulle
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Multi-day

136 km

Multi-day

46 km

Multi-day walks
Kinnekulle Vandringsled 
(Kinnekulle hiking trail)

Kinnekulle hiking trail follows a picturesque 
route through varied landscape around the 
whole mountain. The trail is well marked and 
easy to hike. It also offers five shorter walk 
options of between 2 and 7.5 km.

Shelters and picnic areas with benches and 
tables can be found along the way. Drinking 
water is available at a few locations. Dogs must 
be kept on a lead.

Biosfärleden (The Biosphere Trail)

A hiking trail between Mariestad and Ullersund 
on Kålland/Kållandsö, over 100 km in length. 
The route follows sections of the Kinnekulle 
hiking trail and the Pilgrimsleden trail in places. 

It runs along forest paths, farm tracks and 
narrow country roads through a varied and 
vibrant wooded and agricultural landscape.
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Level of difficulty:

Medium 

Start: Several 

Trail markers:

Level of difficulty:

Medium 

Start: Läckö Slott 

Trail markers:



Högkullen, Kinnekulle

45 min

3 km

70 min

5 km

Lilla Naturstigen 
(Little nature trail)

A short, easily-accessible walk marked by 
Friluftsfrämjandet Kinnekulle. The trail is suitable 
for the whole family and features several 
informative and interesting nature signboards. 

Stora Naturstigen 
(Big nature trail)

Just like the little nature trail, this trail has been 
marked by Friluftsfrämjandet Kinnekulle, the 
difference being that it is 2 km longer. It too 
features informative nature signboards and is 
suitable for the whole family.  
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Level of difficulty: Easy 

Start: Kulleberg,  

Trail markers:

Högkullen

Level of difficulty: Easy 

Start: Kulleberg,  

Trail markers:

Högkullen



45 min

3,3 km

30 min

1,9 km
Toppslingan (Summit trail)

Högkullen is the highest point on Kinnekulle, one 
of Skaraborg’s best known plateau mountains. 
The trail runs past several viewpoints, including 
a tall observation tower. Just west of the tower 
stands a monument commemorating the plane 
crash that occurred at Högkullen in 1944. Close 
by are Kungastenarna (The Kings’ Stones), 
where various royals have inscribed their names 
over the years when visiting the area.

Hjortslingan (Deer trail)

This trail includes most of the highlights of 
the Toppslingan trail. However, Hjortslingan is 
somewhat more varied with greater differences 
in level. The trail also offers the opportunity for 
a detour to polar explorer Andrée’s excavations, 
giving an idea of traces of the cultural landscape 
at Salen.

80 min

4,7 km
Älgslingan (Elk trail)

The Älgslingan trail runs through more 
undulating terrain than the other trails in this 
area with good quality paths and tracks. The 
landscape is dominated by an attractive biotope-
protected spruce forest. Hiking through a large, 
fairly old and untouched spruce forest is a 
special experience in itself.

Level of difficulty: Easy 

Start: Kinnekullegården 

Trail markers:

Level of difficulty: Easy 

Start: Kinnekullegården 

Trail markers:

Level of difficulty: 
Medium

Start: Kinnekullegården 

Trail markers:



60 min

4 km

Falkängens
hantverksby

Kinnekulle 
& Lundsbrunn

Sjöråsleden (Sjörås trail)

For anyone who wants to combine a walk with 
a visit to Falkängen Handicraft village, the 
Sjöråsleden trail is a good choice. The trail is 
roughly four kilometres in length and follows 
the outflow of the Sjörås river. You pass a 
birdwatching tower en route. There is also a 
barbecue area at Madsberget.

Blombergsrundan (Blomberg circuit)

The Blombergsrundan trail starts at the train 
station and then heads down towards the 
harbour in Blomberg. The Viking ship Sigrid 
Storråda is moored here when not out on the 
water. The trail then runs northwards towards 
the bathing spot at Blomberg, on along the 
beach and up a cleft, where it connects with 
the Kinnekulle hiking trail. A barbecue area 
and toilets can be found at the bathing spot in 
Blomberg. 

Svårighetsgrad: Medel

Start: Blombergs Station

Markering:

60 min

4 km
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Level of difficulty: 
Medium

Start: Blomberg station 

Trail markers:

Level of difficulty: Easy 

Start:  

Trail markers:



40 min

3 km
Lasses Familjeled 
(Lasse’s family trail)

This trail is part of the Kinnekulle hiking trail 
and runs past Lasse of the Mountain’s Cave, 
an exciting and fun location for both adults and 
children. A few metres from the cave is a shelter 
with a barbecue area. There are several fine 
spots to stop and have a picnic along the trail. 

40 min

2 km (round-trip)

Martorpsfallet (waterfall)

Martorpsfallet is a waterfall that is at its finest in 
early spring when the volume of water is greatest, 
gushing over the edge of the limestone cleft. 
The rock formations were formed around 9,000 
years ago when the inland ice melted and the 
currents hollowed out caves in the soft parts of 
the limestone. The path to the falls runs through 
overgrown pastures that are now woodland. Small 
open glades are home to flowers such as Sankte 
Pers Nycklar, a purple orchid that flourishes in 
lime-rich soil.

45 min

3 km

Dalakvarn,
Lundsbrunn

Sörboleden (Lundsbrunn) 
(Sörbo trail)

The Sörboleden trail runs through a deep ravine, 
formed after the end of the last ice age when 
the area suffered a large landslide. The flowing 
water subsequently enlarged the ravine. It’s an 
untouched landscape with luxuriant plant life, 
including grey alder and ostrich fern, yellow flag 
and golden saxifrage. The going is relatively easy 
with the exception of a few uphill slopes. The 
trail also crosses the river a number of times by 
means of small bridges.

Level of difficulty: Easy 

Start: Lasses grotta 

Trail markers:

Level of difficulty: Easy 

Start: Between Husaby &  

Trail markers:

Medelplana

Level of difficulty:  

Start:  

Trail markers:

Medium
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150 min

10 km (round-trip) 

Svårighetsgrad: Lätt
Start: Raod barrier at

Spårön

Markering:

60/130/200 min

5/10/15 km

Lidköping

Spårön (island)
The Spåröleden trail is a wonderfully picturesque 
hiking trail that is also perfect for running. There 
are three fine, varied and inspiring circuits of 5, 
10 and 15 km. Perfect for adding variety to your 
exercise sessions. The trail runs along narrow 
paths and minor gravel roads around Spårön 
island.

Hindens rev
Hindens Rev, which is a remnant from the ice 
age, is a nature reserve with a 25-100 metre-
wide promontory extending out into Lake 
Vänern. A path runs right out to its tip, which 
can be tricky in places. The promontory is 21 
metres above the water at its highest point. The 
height drops towards the tip and it ultimately 
disappears under the surface of the water, and 
reappears on the Dalsland side, where it is 
known as Hjortens Udde.
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Level of difficulty: 

Start: Hindens Rev, Söne

Trail markers:

Level of difficulty: Easy 

Start: Hindens Rev, Söne

Trail markers:

Medium



Råda Kulturled

80 min

5,2 km

Råda Naturled

45 min

3,3 km

Råda Vatten & geologiled

50 min

3,6 km

Råda Vy is an attractive and easily-accessible 
recreation area just west of Lidköping. It is the 
starting point for three themed trails covering 
culture, nature, and water and geology. 

Råda Vy has a viewpoint with information boards 
providing more detail about these themes. There 
are also groups of tables and barbecue areas and 
a wonderful view down towards Lidköping with 
Kinnekulle plateau mountain in the background.

The three trails go over Rådaåsen, an imposing 
gravel ridge created during the last ice age. 
The terrain is undulating in places and the 
vegetation is made up of mixed woodland. The 
majority of the ridge is covered by pine forest, 
while deciduous woodland remains in what was 
previously a cultural landscape. Information 
boards are in place along the trails explaining 
what can be seen en route. These trails are 
suitable for families with children.

Råda vy

Level of difficulty: Easy 

Start: Råda vy

Trail markers:

Level of difficulty: Easy 

Start: Råda vy

Trail markers:

Level of difficulty: Easy 

Start: Råda vy

Trail markers:



30 min

1,6 km

40 min

2,5 km

Källstorp is a very old heritage area. It is home to 
Bronze Age remains, and mention of a farmstead 
at Källstorp can be found as far back as the late 
13th century. Källstorp today is classed as a 
Natura 2000 site, i.e. an area within the EU with 
specific valuable habitat and wildlife. You will 
find a fantastic and varied recreation area along 
the shore of Lake Vänern where you can explore 
the archipelago on foot. 

There are three hiking trails, following a mix of 
forest roads and wood-chip paths. The gently 
undulating landscape makes for relatively 
easy walking. All the routes are signposted in 
a clockwise direction.  The Bergarundan trail 
runs mostly through attractive spruce forest. 
The Kaggestenleden trail goes through a mixed 
wooded and heritage district. You will pass 
Kaggesten (a grave-marker stone), which is 
linked to a tragic event at this location during the 
Thirty Years’ War.

Källstorp Bergarundan

Kaggesten

Photo: Sebastian Bularca

Level of difficulty: Easy 

Start: Källstorp Örslösa

Trail markers:

Level of difficulty: Easy 

Start: Källstorp Örslösa

Trail markers:



The archipelago here is unique, as it takes you 
out to the islands via a series of footbridges. The 
trail offers plenty of variety. The dense spruce 
forest is replaced by sparser pine forest close 
to the shore of Lake Vänern. Out on the islands, 
birch and oak increasingly take over, while the 
outermost reaches boast abundant growth of 
junipers. The islands have several barbecue 
areas and a couple of bathing spots.

Källstorp - Övärlden

70 min (90 min)

5 km (7 km with detour)

The trail running between Resville and Kristinedal 
is around 3 km one way. The route goes through 
the community of Resville and then along the 
ravine of the river Flian to Kristinedal industrial 
heritage site. It offers a mix of nature and culture 
experiences along the way. There are also several 
picnic areas, ideal for a refreshment stop. The trail 
is somewhat undulating and goes through terrain 
designated as moderately difficult.

There are also two short paths in Resville. 
Kärleksstigen (Lovers’ path) and Naturstigen 
(Nature trail), which are 1.5 km and 500 metres.

Resville-Kristinedal

40 min

3 km (one way)

Resville or
Kristinedal

Photo: Sebastian Bularca

Level of difficulty: Easy 

Start: Källstorp Örslösa

Trail markers:

Level of difficulty: 

Start: 

Trail markers:

Medium



Roparudden

60 min

4 km

Kinneviken

40 min

3 km

Kållandsö

This hiking trail runs through a 30-40 year old 
spruce forest with occasional broad-leaved trees. 
Initially the trail follows an easy path through 
spruce forest, but it then changes to a partially 
damp road. It can also be very slippery on the 
slopes and rocks if conditions are wet. Barbecue 
and picnic areas are sited along the trail. Close to 
the end of the trail is a lagoon with a beach. 

This trail runs through undulating mountainous 
terrain. You will find barbecue areas, benches 
and a shelter for overnight accommodation. 
Half the trail runs close to the lake with views 
towards Läckö and Stora Eken, while the rest 
is on standard forest roads. Roparudden gets 
its name from the fact that people would stand 
at the point (udde) here and shout (“ropa” in 
Swedish) over to Stora Eken to call the ferryman 
to take them across the channel.
You will also find a short accessibility footpath 
here – Enabling everyone to enjoy nature.

Level of difficulty: Easy 

Start: Läckö Strand

Trail markers:

Level of difficulty: 

Start: Läckö slott

Trail markers:

Medium



Fröfjorden

90 min

5 km

150 min

11 km

Stora Eken

80 min

6 km

Läckö Golfklubb
parking

The bridge 
(Boat transportation)

This trail runs out onto an island amidst varied 
terrain. Take your own boat, or book a water 
taxi from Spiken or Läckö with Kållandsö 
Skärgårdscharter or Ydergrens Båtcharter.

Barbecue areas are sited along the trail, 
with benches and shelters for overnight 
accommodation. The barbecue areas also have 
composting toilets.

Traneberg

This trail runs through varied terrain. There 
are tables and benches along the route and 
toilet facilities are available adjacent to the old 
Prästgården (vicarage). Several short stretches 
go through enclosed pastures, where grazing 
animals are present in summer. Take care to 
close gates and not disturb the animals. Dogs 
must be kept on a lead at all times.

The Tranebergsleden trail runs through varied 
terrain and offers peaceful nature experiences, 
as it goes right out into the archipelago, with 
rocky shoreline, bird life, flora and fauna to enjoy. 
There are two barbecue areas, one of which has 
a shelter for overnight accommodation. Toilet 
facilities are available at Läckö Golf and near the 
beach and picnic area at Sväludden.

At the headland by Sundvassholmen is a bird 
conservation area with no admittance between 1 
April and 31 July.

Level of difficulty: Easy 

Start: 

Trail markers:

Level of difficulty: 

Start: Otterstad kyrka

Trail markers:

Level of difficulty: 

Start: 

Trail markers:

Medium

Medium



Maps
Many of the trails are well marked and can be navigated without a map. If you would 
like a map to take with you anyway, these are available for certain trails. Many of 
these can be obtained direct from our website (www.lackokinnekulle.se), or you can 
visit the tourist office in Lidköping or an Info Point and collect a printed copy. 

Allemansrätten - Right of Public Access
In Sweden we have something known as the Right of Public Access (Allemansrätt). 
This is totally fantastic, as it gives you a unique right to roam in the forest and 
countryside. This right also includes a responsibility to show care and consideration. 
It only works as long as we show respect. The basic rule is not to disturb or destroy. 
Remember therefore to be considerate when roaming in the forest and countryside. 
If you stop for a break, take an extra look around before leaving to make sure you 
have left the area as you found it. Bear in mind also that parts of the trails run 
through nature reserves, where Allemansrätt does not apply to the same extent. 
Signs in the area will indicate what is applicable.

You may pick up fallen pine cones and loose sticks and branches from the ground to 
use as firewood, but it is not permissible to saw or chop down trees or bushes, or to 
take twigs, branches or bark from living trees.

Camping with two or three tents for a few days is covered by Allemansrätt. 
However, if you are camping as a large group with numerous tents, you need to ask 
for the landowner’s permission.

Contact information
Lidköping & Götene Tourist Office
Tel: +46(0)510-200 20
E-mail: info@lackokinnekulle.se
Web: www.lackokinnekulle.se
Adress: Nya stadens torg, 
Gamla Rådhuset, 531 31 Lidköping

We WisH 
you 

Happy travels!
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